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On the Vibrations of an Elastic Sphere. By HORACE LAMB, M. A.
[Read May lltA, 1882.]

The following paper contains an examination into the nature of the
fundamental modes of vibration of an elastic sphere by the method em-
ployed in a previous communication, " On the Oscillations of a Viscous
Spheroid."* The problem here considered is one of considerable
theoretic interest, being as yet the only case in which the vibrations of
an elastic solid whose dimensions are all finite have been discussed
with any attempt at completeness. I have therefore thought it worth
while to go into considerable detail in the interpretation of the results,
and have endeavoured, by numerical calculations and the construction
of diagrams, to present these in as definite and intelligible a form as
possible. I find that some of my results (the most important being the
general classification of the fundamental modes given in § 5 below)
have been already obtained by Paul Jaerisch, of Breslan,, in Orelle,
t. lxxxviii. (1879) ; but the methods employed, as well as the form in
which the results in question are expressed, are entirely different in
the two investigations.

1. For convenience of reference, I place together at the outset several
analytical results which will be required.

It has been shown (Proc. Lond. Math. 8oo.t Deo. 1881), that the
solution of the following system of equations—

(1),du , dv . dw A
— -p — -p Ẑ \J
dx dy dawhere V* = di/dxi-\-di/dyi+di/dz\ and & is a constant, is given by

the formulae

n + l dx

»+l 2n+1.2n+3^-Tl L JSL.'
dy r1**1

n+l

(2).

* "Proceedings of the London Mathematical Society," Vol. xiii., pp. 61—66,
NOB. 183, 184.
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The symbols x»» 9* here stand for solid harmonics of algebraical degree
»; r = (a>*+y*+z*y ; and \pn is defined by the equation

This function possesses the following properties, which will be of fre-

quent application tyn (8) = - — — i/>n+1 (0) (4),

(6).

In order that (2) should give the solution of the system (1) with
complete generality, it is necessary that the sign S of summation
should embrace both positive and negative values of n; but in the pre-
sent application the condition that the motion mnst be finite at the
centre of the sphere (which is taken as origin of coordinates) restricts
us to positive values of n. We then have

Another formula for \pn is

*„(») = 1-3-5
e;V,2"+1{g.sm ( e - f ) +JCcos (f l -f) } ...(8),

where H. = I - — 1 -

-r n . u + 1 n—2.n—1 .n.n + l. n-f 2 . n + 3
K^-^T 2 .4 .6 .0*

If we multiply the three equations (2) by as, ?/, 2 in order, and add,
we find xu+yv+zto = 2»^M (fcr) . <f>H (9),

the reduction being effected by means of (6), and of known properties
of spherical harmonics.

Again, if we write

91 — ^L_^£ • o —^!*_^? or ^£ ^H
dy d« aa etas CWJ dy

(li)..

* A formula equivalent to this is given by Heine, Kugeifunetionen, t. i., p. 240.
The formula (8) has been given in slightly different forms by various writers : it
appears to be due substantially to Poiseon. ~
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with symmetrical forranlie for 2IJ, 2£ In the reduction, use has been
made of (4), (5), and of the following formula of Spherical Harmonics,

xd> = * \ ^»-^*» i A ) (12).
9n 2n+lldx dxr""1) K '

The exchange of roles between the harmonics <pn, \n} in passing from
(2) to (11), is noticeable.

By comparing (2), (10), and (11), we see that (2) may be written
in the forms

tl_dN dM n_dL dN tn dM dL
ay dz dz dx dx dy

where L=ZZ/Vt lf = 2i?/Jfc
l, #=2f/&1 (14).

2. The equations of motion of a homogeneous isotropic elastio solid
free from external force may be written

Pj£ = m^+nVa, Pf£=mf+nv/3, P = m^
dt* dx dt* dy dP dz

The notation is that of Thomson and Tait, except that in, n are written
for the m, n of these writers; viz., a, fi, y are the component displace-
ments, and S, = da/dx+dfi/dy + dy/dz, is the dilatation, at the point
(x, y, z) of the solid, p is the density, n the rigidity, and m a constant,
such that nt—£n is the resilience of volume. If the state of stress at
the point (x, y, z) be expressed in the usual way by the symbols pw

P*v* P*n Ac., we have

dx'

(16).

If the centre of the sphere be taken as origin of coordinates, the con-
ditions that the surface should be free from stress are

V = 0, xpv*+ypVy+zpv, = 0, zp

when r = at the radius of the sphere.
If we substitute from (16), these may be put in the form

JJLZ_n 0,3+ ( r | - l ) a + £ (za+y0 + zy) = 0, &o. &c. ...(18),

where djdr denotes a dificrcntiation along the radius vector.

3. To determine the fundamental modes, we assume, as usual, thut
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a, j3, y all vary as e°*, where t1 =— 1. The equations (16) then be-
come —p*pa = m %-+nV'a, —p*p(l = m—+nV*/3,

dx dy

^ (19).

Differentiating these with respect to as, y. » in order, and adding, we

find (Vl+7*»)i = 0 (20),

where tf =j?V/(m+n) (21).

The solution of (20) is 3 = %tyH (hr). un (22),

where uH stands for the general solid harmonio of positive degree n.

Now, if we put J^=ptp/n (23),

the equations (19) may be written

- £ ) g , &c.&c (24).

A particular solution of (24) is easily seen to be

1 dS „ 1 <2* „ _ 1 di ,ocx
h* dx hr dy h* d%

where I has the value (22). These values of o, /?, y satisfy the relation

dx dtj dz

Hence the complete solution of (23) is given by

1 di , „ 1 di , 1 di. (9KS
« = - -jTT + u, j3 = — -~ -p+tJ, y = — ^ —+ u>...(26),

ft1 das A dy A o«

where u, v, u; are any functions, which satisfy the system (1), i.e., whose
values are given by (2).

4. It remains to snbstitute from (26) in the surface-conditions (18).
In this process the formula (12) is required. It will be found that the
conditions (18) assume the forms

dx dz I " dy H dy r2" *'
...(27),
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where P,,, .4,;, BH, C,n DH are certain constants whose precise values
will be investigated farther on. These conditions are to hold over the
surface of the sphere r=a. I proceed to show that they require that

P,. = 0 : (28),

. AntoH+0,^ = 0 (29),

and BUU>,,+DH9H = 0 (30).

In the first place, if we multiply (27) by x, y, z in order, aud add, we
obtain, equating separately to zero the terms involving surface-
harmonics of the same order nt

n(AHwn+On<pH)-(n + l){Buu>n+Du<p») = 0 (31).
Again, consider the function

This is finite and continuous, and satisfies the equation V*I7=:0
throughout the interior of the sphere r = a, and vanishes [in virtue of
(27)] at the surface. Its first derivatives are also finite and continuous.
Heuce we must have 17=0 throughout the sphere. In like manner,
we have F = 0, W=0 , where V, Ware obtained from V by cyclical
interchange of the letters x, y, z. Hence, differentiating the three
equations Z7=0. F = 0 , W—0 with respect to as, y, z in order, and
adding, we find 2 (2n + 3) (n+1) (Z?,,w(,-|-Dnv>M) = 0, and thence (30).
Substituting in (31), we see that (29) must also hold, and the original
equations (27) then show that Ptt = 0.

5. It appears from the foregoing argument that the fundamental
modes of vibration fall naturally into two distinct classes.

The modes of the first class are obtained by making n — 0, 1, 2, 3,
&c, in the formulae

„=*„(*,,) ^ ^ ' ^ ^

.(32).

For any given value of n the admissible values of k aro dotormined by
the superficial conditions (18), which yield an equation in la (written
above for shortness in tho form P,, = 0), whose precise form will bo
attcertniuod presently.

When tho values of k aro known, tho corresponding frequencies
VOL. Xlll .—NO. 1 9 2 . O
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(p/2ir) are determined by (23). In any mode of this class, the
lines of motion (to borrow a term from Hydrodynamics) lie on a
series of spherical surfaces having their common centre at the
origin ; viz., they are the lines in which theso surfaces are intersected
by the cones \H/rn = const.; in other words, the system of lines of
motion lying on any one of the spherical surfaces in question are the
contour-lines of the harmonic \H on that surface. The motions on any
two such surfaces are geometrically similar, differing only in amplitude.
The amplitude of vibration at any point is proportional to the corres-
ponding value of \pn (kr) . dxH/de, where dfx* ™ ̂ e change in the
value of XH produced by an infinitesimal displacement in a direction at
right angles to the line of motion and to the radius vector, the dis-
placement being measured by the angle de which it subtends at the
centre of the sphere. The nodal surfaces consist of the spheres de-
fined by rpH (kr) = 0, and of the cones for which d\n/de = 0. A closer
examination of the nature of the motion in one or two of the more in-
teresting cases will be made below.

The vibrations of the second class are of a more complex character.
The fundamental modes are obtained by making n = 0, 1, 2, 3, &c., in
the formulae

i si-..\ d <t>,

h> dz + * - 1 W dz n + 1 2n+l .2» + 3 *'-»<'"r' dz r*

where ln = 4>n (hr) . un (34).

The superficial conditions yield two equations, of which (29) and (30)
are the abbreviated forms. The elimination of the ratio wn/<pH between
these leads to an equation involving both ha and Tea; but, since the
ratio h/k is determined by the elastic proporties of the substance, viz.,
it =v/{n/(m + n)}, there is virtually but one unknown. The vibra-
tion at any point P may be resolved into two components, one in the
direction of the radius vector, the other at right angles to it. The
value of the radical component is

+ * . ( * ) * , (84a).

The second or tangential component is at right angles to that cone of
the system ^»/r" = const, which passes through P, and its value is
F(r) . <fyn/je, where F (r) is a certain function of r, and dt has the
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same meaning as before.* Except in the species n = 0 there are no
nodal surfaces (i.e., surfaces at every point of which there is absolute
rest), but there may be nodal lines.f There are, however, certain
surfaces which are of great use in helping us to understand the general
character of the vibration in any given case, viz., the spheres and cones
at every point of which the normal motion is zero. The spherical sur-
faces of this kind are obtained by equating the right-hand side of
(34a) to zero; the cones are those for which d<pnjdt = 0.

6. It may be well to point out, at this stage, that the results of our
analysis are not in accordance with the views advanced by LameJ as
to the nature of the fundamental modes of vibration of elastic solids
in general. Expressed in modern terminology, Lamp's reasoning is
substantially as follows. From the equations (15), we deduce by
differentiation

3?
and <g = !!L±JVa (36),

air p
where $ denotes, as before, the dilatation, and £, tj, £ are the components
of the elementary rotation, at the point (z, y, z) ; viz.,

2£=<?y/% — dfi/dz, &c.

From these equations, and from a known theorem of Kinematics, it
results, § that any arbitrary disturbance, originated in any part of an
elastic solid, breaks up in general into two distinct waves which travel
with different velocities. We have, in the first place, a wave of pure
rotation, unaccompanied by dilatation, propagated with a velocity
= v/(n/p); and snperposed on this there is a wave of pure dilatation,
without rotation, travelling with the velocity <v/{ (m+n)/p}. In plane
waves of these two kinds, the vibrations are respectively parallel and
perpendicular to the wave front, and a similar statement holds good
approximately in the general case. Hence the two kinds of waves are

9 The simplest way of verifying these statements is by a special choice of axes of
coordinates, e.g., take x in the direction of the radius vector, and y parallel to the
normal at P to the cone <pn / r" •> const.. The value of F(r) is

where T denotes the ratio of »n/A8 to <pn, obtained from (29) or (30).
t The nodal lines are of two clauses, viz., (I) those formed by the intersections of

the spheres and cones whose description follows above; aud (2; those formed by the
intersections of the spheres F(r) ** 0 with the coneB <pn «• 0. The distinction be-
tween the two classes is illustrated in Fig. 4.

% Thiorie MatMmalique de VElaafiviti, 1 lme lecon.
\ Stokes, Camb. Ttam.t t. ix., p. 12 (1849).

0 2
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convenieutly characterized as waves of transverse and of longitudinal
vibration respectively. Now any vibration of a finite elastic solid may
be conceived as made up of systems of waves travelling to and fro in
it, and undergoing continual reflection at the boundary. Lame" pro-
ceeds to infer that the fundamental modes will in all cases fall into
two distinct classes, in which the constituent waves are of transverse
and of longitudinal displacement, respectively. In other woi'ds, in
the modes of the former class there would be no change of volume,
whilst in those of the latter class the motion would be irrotational.
Now, although in the classification of § 5, the vibrations of the first
class are pnrely " transversal," those of the second class are, if we
except the particular case of the radial vibrations [obtained by making
M = 0 in the formulae (33), (34)], not irrotational. The error in Lam6's
reasoning consists in the tacit assumption that a wave undergoes no
change of character on reflection at *the boundary of the solid. It wad
pointed out by Green,* in 1837, that a wave of transversal vibrations,
falling oii the boundary of an elastic medium, will in general give rise
to two reflected waves, one of transversal, the other of longitudinal
displacement, and the complementary statement is of course also true.

The fact that the radial vibrations are the only pnrely " longitudinal"
modes (in Lamp's sense of the word) of which an elastic sphere is
capable, seems to have been first recognized by Jaerisch. The same
writer has pointed oat the existence of the modes which I have termed
"of the second class," and has given at the end of his paper forraulra
(in polar coordinates) which can be shown to be equivalent to (33),
(34).

VIBRATIONS OF THE FIRST CLASS (TRANSVERSAL VIBRATIONS).

7. The formulae (32) make 5 = 0, and xa+yQ + zy = 0, so that the
superficial conditions (18) reduce to (rd/dr — l) a=0 , &c, <fec, whence

toft (fc») + (»-l) *.(*»)=<> (37).t
This agrees with a result of Herr Jaerisch. I proceed to examine some
of the simpler cases.

Sjiecies n = 1 (Rotatory Vibrations).

If we take the axis of the harmonic Xi as axis of x, writing \ i = x)t
the formulae (31) become

a = 0, 0 =*, (&•) .* , y = - * , ( * r ) . y .

• Camb. Trans., t. vii., pp. 15, 16; or Collected Papers, p. 260.
t Since ty* is identical with the infinite scries which occurs in the expression

for tho Ucssel's Function of order n + \, it follows from known properties of these
functions that the roots of this equation in ka are all real. SeoTodhunter, Funetiotit
of Laplace, §c, § 400.

% The time-factor is omitted here (and elsewhere in what follows) for shortness.
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Each of the infinitely thin concentric spherical strata of which the
sphere may be supposed made up oscillates as a whole about the axis
of the harmonic \ i as axis of rotation. The amplitude of the angular
displacement of any such stratum is proportional to the corresponding
value of 4>i (kr). The equation (37) reduces to ka\j/[ (ka) = 0, i.e., by
(4), to feVv^j (lea) = 0. The first root is ka = 0; this gives an in-
finitely long period, and corresponds to the rotation of the sphere as a
whole. The remaining roots are to be obtained from \pt (ka) = 0. By
means of (7) or (8), we bring this into the form

(38),

where 0 — ka. The approximate positions of the roots of (38) can be
found by a well-known graphical method. When s is at all large, the
value of the fitt root* only falls a little short of (s + 1) jr. The calcula-
tion of the roots can be carried to any desired degree of accuracy by
the method explained by Fourier,f for the equation (40) below; or we
may (in the case of the higher roots) make use of a series, as in
Rayleigh's Sound, t. ii., p. 233. I find, for the first six roots,

ka/n = 1-8346, 28950, 39225, 49385, 59489, 69563 ...(39).

It may be remarked that the value ofka/ir for any fundamental mode
is equal to T0/T, where r is the period of oscillation, and To is the time
which would be occupied by a wave of transversal displacement in
travelling a distance equal to the diameter of the sphere. In the mode
corresponding to any one of the roots (39) after the first, the roots of
lower order give the positions of the internal spherical loop-surfaces,
i.e., surfaces across which there is no stress. Thus in the second znodo
there is a spherical loop whose radius r is given by

r /o = (1-8346)/(2-8950),

or r = '6337a. The positions of the spherical nodes are given by

»/,, (Jcr) = 0, or tan0 = 0 (40),

where 0 = kr. The solutions of this are knownj to be

fcr/7r = 1-4303, 2-4590, 3-4709, 4-4774, 5*4818, 6-4844 ...(41).

Species n = 2.

The equation (37) becomes in this case

ka) = 0 (42).

* "We do not count the zero root, which is irrelevant, having been introduced by
the algebraical manipulation. Tho same remark applies to other equations of a
similar character which occur further on.

t Theory of Heat (Freeman's translation), p. 271.
X Schwerd, quoted by Vordet, Optique Physique, t. i., p. 266,
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Substituting the value of tf', from (7) or (8), and reducing, we obtain

where 6 = lea. We readily find that the first root of this lies between
*7 2 and ir, and that, when 8 is large, the «th root falls a little short of
( s + i ) T. The calculation of the first root is a little troublesome, and
is best effected by one of the methods explained by Lord Rayleigh in
the Society's Proceedings, t. v., p. 119. I find, for the first six roots,

fca/* = 7961, 2-2715, 33469, 43837, 54059, 64209 ...(44).

As before, in the modes corresponding to any one of these roots after
the first, the inferior roots give the positions of the internal spherical
loops. The positions of the spherical nodes are given by i/>, (kr) = 0,
the roots of which have been already stated in (39).

The character of the vibration depends on the form of %r The
fundamental types of spherical harmonic of the second degree are the
zonal harmonic, and the sec tor ia I harmonic with two nodal diametral
planes. Taking first the case of the zonal harmonic, we write

the formulae (32) then become

a = 0, |3 = 6^, (kr) . xz, y = — 6^, (Jcr) . xy.

Every particle oscillates in a direction at right angles to the meridional
plane in which it is situate, the amplitude of the angular displacement
about the axis of the harmonic being proportional to the corresponding
value of»//, (kr) . x. The sign of the displacement is reversed as we
cross the equatorial plane, which is nodal. In the particular case
where there is no spherical node, the motion in its main features some-
what resembles the gravest torsional vibration of a solid cylinder
having about equal lateral and longitudinal dimensions. The com-
parative slowness of the vibration in this case [its frequency is pro-
portional to the slowest of the roots (44)] is thus easily understood.**

The modes of vibration corresponding to the sectorial harmonic may
be examined by making \% = yz. The motion is symmetrical with
respect to each of the planes y = 0, 2 = 0; and the lines of motion
corresponding to any surface having its centre at the origin form four
systems of oval curves lying in the four lunes into which the surface ia
divided by the two planes in question.f

• For a cylinder of length 2a the corresponding value of Tea is -6. From the re-
salts given further on it appears probable that the mode in question is the gravest
of all the fundamental modes of the sphere.

t This statement may be generalized so as to apply to all forms of the harmonio
jk, provided we replace the two planes referred to by two pianos drawn through the
centre of the sphere at right angles to the two axes of xt- It is interesting to trace
in this way the transition to the case of the zonal harmonic, when the two axes
coincide.
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I have not thought it necessary to carry the discussion of the trans-
versal vibrations any farther. With the help of the properties stated
in § 5, a clear idea of the nature of the motion in some varieties of the
third and fourth species may be gathered from Plates VI. to IX., at
the end of the first volume of Maxwell's Electricity.

VIBRATIONS OF THE SECOND GLASS.

8. These are defined by the equations (33), which we write for
shortness in the form

Since k*/h' = (m+n)/n, the first of the surface conditions (18) may
bo written

) = 0 (46).

Let us first substitute in this the parts of a, /3, y which involve £„.

We obtain (g -2) **._ £ r | . S , (47).

and g = *.., <*, f j
the reductions being effected by means of (12) and of the relations
(4), (5). Hence

Substituting from (48) and (50) in (47), and making r=a, we
obtain, after a little reduction,

where An = - i J ^ - *„ (Aa)-2 (n-l)^-i (»a) ] (52),
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It remains to calculate the part of (40) depending on a', p, y. We
have, by (9),

xa+yfi+zy - *.f, (fcr) . <f>H,

and thence, as in (49),

Again,

Hence the remaining part of the surface condition (46) is found to be

*$+*5£«
where 0 , = to#,.i(fa>)-t-2 (n— 1) •/•„., (fo>)

(55),

and D . = - - i -

( 5 6 ) -
the transformations being effected by means of the relations (4), (5).

It follows from the reasoning of § 4, that the final equation to deter-
mine the frequencies of vibration is to be found* by eliminating the
ratio wH/(f>n between the equations

= 0 (29),

= 0 (30),

viz., it is BH/An=DnlCn (57),

where the values of AHt BH, Cn, Dn are to be substituted from (52),
(53), (55), (56).

I proceed to examine some of the more important cases.

Species n = 0 (Badial Vibrations),

9. In this case we have a', />', y '= 0, so that

_ _ J _ A n ld£o l_dK
°~ h* dx' P~~ 1? dy' 7~ h* dz

* It is hero nnsntned that n > 0. "When n =» 0 we havo o', S7, >'=« 0, and the pro-
cess becomes nrouh simpler. See { 9,
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•where #o is proportional to ^0 (^
r)- The motion is therefore symmetrical

about the centre of the sphere, being everywhere in the direction of
the radius vector. The expression (51) reduces to

n d 6>0

dx r

where «0 is a constant, so that the surface conditions yield simply
Bo — 0. This may be written

(58)

where 6 = ha, and X9, = &*/&*, is a constant depending on the elastic
properties of the substance of the sphere, viz., it = n/(m + n). If a
denote the ratio of lateral contraction to longitudinal extension when a
bar of the substance is stretched lengthwise, we have a = (m—n)/2m,

and thence Xs = |—- .
1—a

For actual solids the values of <r may, for all we know, range from 0
to J,t and therefore Xa may range between \ and 0.

There is no difficulty in showing that, for any admissible value of X1,
the roots of (58) are all real, and are separated by the roots of
^0 (0) = 0, which are 6 = BIT. Writing for i//0 (8) its value sin 0/0,
we bring (58) into the form

-i^-a (59).

For any assigned value of X* the roots of this can be calculated by-
methods already indicated. I have computed the values of ha/tr
corresponding to the first six roots in each of the following cases:—

The corresponding values of X* are

*' = *. i f I

* The theory of the radial vibrations has been treated by Clebsch. Allowing for
difference of notation, the equation (58) will be found to agree Vith that numbered
(48) at p. 69 of his Theorie der Elasticitat.

t The case <r — 0 seems to be realized approximately in cork. The value a ™ \
corresponds to a substance whose resilience of volume is infinite in comparison with
its rigidity.

% The values <r=l, <r=\ are those assumed by Poisson and Wertheim respectively
as applicable to all trulj* isotropic substances. The value <r = T*j lies between the.
values ('294 and *310) found experimentally by Kirchhoffand Everett, respectively,
for tteel. See Everett, Units and Physical Constants, p. 64.
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The results of the calculation are given in the following table:—

i

1
2
3
4
5
6

<r = Q

•6626
1-8909
2-9303
3-9485
4-9590
5-9660

* = *

•8160
1-9285
2-9539
3-9658
4-9728
5-9774

•8500
1-9391
2-9606
39707
4-9767
5-9806

•8733
1-9470
2-9656
3-9744
4-9796
5-9830

The physical meaning of the constant ha/* is similar to that of ha/*,
viz., we have ha/ * = T,/r, where Tx is the time occupied by a wave
of longitudinal vibration in traversing a space equal to the diameter of
the sphere, and r denotes as before the time of oscillation.

To compare the frequencies of vibration in the above cases with
those of the various transversal modes, we should have to calculate the
corresponding values of ka/ w. These would be obtained by mul tiplying
the numbers in the several columns of the above table by the factors

1-4142, 1-7321, 1-8708, 2,

respectively. It appears that, for any particular mode, the value of ka
increases as X* diminishes. This is in accordance with a general
principle formulated by Lord Rayleigh.* If, keeping n constant, we
increase m, the potential energy corresponding to any deformation
which involves a change of density will be increased. It follows, by
the principle, referred to, that all the modes of the second class will
rise in frequency.

In the mode corresponding to any root of (59) after the first, the
inferior roots give the positions of the spherical loops. The positions
of the spherical nodes are determined by dS0/dr = 0, or tan hr — hr.
The corresponding values ofhr/ir are the numbers quoted in (41).

10. In dealing with the higher species, it is convenient to discuss
separately, in the first instance, the case where the substance of the
sphere is incompressible (i.e., m = oo, X* = 0, <r = Y). This is of
course an extreme case, but it is very amenable to mathematical treat-
ment, and the results will help us to understand the nature of the
various modes in other cases where the actual calculation would be
much more difficult. Moreover, as we have just seen, the values of ka
obtained on the supposition of incompressibility will be superior limits
to the values of ka for the corresponding modes in the general case.

Making, then, h = 0 in the formulas for AH, BH, On, Vn, we find that

• Theory of Sound, t. i., p. 85.
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the equations (29), (30) may be written

where 0 — ha, and <//„ is written in place of rf/H (0) for shortness. It is
to be remarked that, though h is zero, wn/A

a is finite; viz., if II denote
the average normal tension about the point (x, y, z), we have
un/h* =zU/p*p. Eliminating the ratio w»/̂ » between (60), (61), we
obtain an equation to determine 0. This equation can, by means of
the relations (4), (5), be put into a great variety of forms, of which the
following is perhaps the simplest:—

When expanded in rising powers of 6, this equation becomes, after
considerable reduction,

^8m>+m'(16n + 8)+m(16n'+4n—10) + 4TO'+4tt*—2n—6 , y ^
2 .4 . . . 2m.2»+1.2n+3. . .2»+2ro + 8 * ' '

= 0 (63),
the first term being

( l ) ( 4
2»-hl .2n+8

In the actual calculation of the roots, I have, however, preferred to
work out the formulra for each value of n separately, using the equa-
tions (62), (63) only by way of verification.

For any assigned value of n, the character of the vibration will depend
of course on the order of the root and on the form of the harmonic <pn.

m

In the important case of the zonal harmonic, we may borrow the
method of the Stream-function from Hydrodynamics. If the motion
of an incompressible substance take place in a series of planes through
the axis of z, and be the same in each such plane, and if u, v, w denote
the components of the displacement at the point (x, y, z), we may writef

v, = — 3—, *> = -j— (64),
zt avr vr ax

where vr = \/(y*+aa), and t), = (yv+zto)/vr, is the displacement in the
direction of vr. The function ¥ represents 2x times the total volume
displaced across any surface Bounded by the circle whose coordinates

* Or »„, since these two harmonics are proportional,
f Motion 0/Fluids, § 103.
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are (x, «r). Let us apply this to the case where

<pn being a zonal harmonic with the a-line as axis. The corresponding
value {% say) of * is#

% = yN-zM (65),

where M, N are to be found from (14) and (11), by putting Xn=0, and
omitting the sign 2 ; viz.,

Substituting in (C5), we find

••—STI*-*0 K-'i*) <66>-
The stream-function (¥, say) corresponding to the case

L^is « — L ^ » w JLia±
h* dx' h? dy* h* dz'

where un also is a zonal harmonio with the g-line as axis, is found from
this by making & = 0 and writing —vH/h* for <f>H, viz., it is

• - • r a ("-*-•'£) • (67)-
Hence for the fundamental modes of species n we have, when the
harmonic <pn is zonal,

! ( & ) -Y} (68),

where Y denotes the value of the ratio of wB//j* to fM to be obtained
from (60) or (61). This result may also be expressed in the form

^ H ( 6 8 a ) >

where e is the co-latitude. By assigning to ¥ a series of constant
values, we get the equations of the lines of motion.

From (34) and (34a) we obtain, since h is now = 0,

This formula holds independently of the form of <pH. We see that, over

• Ibid., $(Hlf 142.
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the spherical surfaces for which \pn (hr) = Y, the motion is wholly tan-
gential.

We can now proceed to the examination of particular cases.

Species n = 1. [<r = ^.]

11. The equations (60), (61) become

Eliminating the ratio w,/^, we find

It is easy to prove that the roots of this are all real, and are separated
by the roots of \px (0) = 0, which have been given in (41). If we sub-
stitute the value of i//, (0) from (7) or (8), (72) becomes

I 6nd, for the first six roots of this equation,

kaf* = 1-2819, 2-3692, 3-4101, 4-4310, 5-4439, 6-4528 ...(74).

The motion is evidently symmetrical about the axis of the harmonic
<px which we may conveniently take as axis of x, writing <f>x = x.
From (70) we have Y = J», (ha), so that (68) becomes

(75).

It appears that at the surface of the sphere the motion is wholly tan-
gential. I have traced, in Figs. 1 and 2, the lines of motion corres-
ponding to equidistant values of ¥ , for the fundamental modes
corresponding to the first and second roots of (73). In the mode
corresponding to the sth root, there are s—\ internal spherical surfaces
of zero normal motion whose radii are given by

(76) ;f

there are no spherical nodes (in the strict sense of the term), but there
are s nodal circles in the equatorial plane. The radii of these circles

* This equation may be otherwise obtained by expressing that the total momen-
tum of the sphere is zero.

f For « » 2, I find krfw — 1*465, whonce r\a - -618.
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are defined by dV/dvr = 0, a = 0; «.&, by

ft (far)+ *=#(**) = ft (fa) (77)»

There are no internal spherical loops.
The amplitude of vibration at the centre of the sphere is (on the

scale of onr formulae).

and the amplitude at any point on the equator is (on the same scale)

aM = \ka\p\ (Jed).

For the first mode I find aM/a0 — ~ -4865.

Species n = 2. [<r = | . ]

Writing n = 2 in the formula (60), (61), we have

= 0 (78),

O (79),

where 0 = ib as before. Eliminating «, / <pt, and substituting the
values of ft, ft from (7) or (8), we obtain, after some reduction,

_ -56B+928»-480fl

Solving this, I find
Jfea/T = -8485, 17420, 2-8257, 38709, 48974, 5-9148, Ac....(81).

The frequency of the first mode is therefore much lower than in the
species » = 1.

The radii of the spherical surfaces of zero normal motion are to be

fonndfrom ^ , ( A T ) = Y (82),

(83)>t
lea—10

by (78).
The character of the vibration will in other respects depend npon

the form of 0,. For the case of the zonal harmonic we may utilize the
formula (68). If we write (f>t = 2aj*—y%—*', this becomes

¥ = ***» {ft (fcr)-Y} (84).

• For # - 1 , I find Jfctr/* « -792, ow la -*643. For $ - 2, kvjw - -886 and
1*935, whence via — -374 and 817. The spheres on which the nodal circles are
great circles cut the lines of motion at right angles.

f For the first and second roots, IfiadT->*1171 and T » -0789, respectively.
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I have traced, in Figs. 3 and 4, the forms of the lines of motion in the
first two modes. The first mode is, from one point of view, the most
important of all the fundamental modes of the sphere, for it corres-
ponds to the gravest longitudinal vibration of a bar, or other elongated
body. It is interesting to trace in imagination the changes in the
forms of the lines of motion as we pass by gradual stages from such a
body to a sphere.

It may easily be shown that, in all the modes at present under con-
sideration, the amplitudes of vibration at two points equidistant from
the centre, and situate, one in the axis of the harmonic <pb the other
in the equatorial plane, are in the ratio of two to one.

The nature of the vibrations when the harmonic fa is sectorial may
be examined by making <pt = y*—r3. In the gravest mode, the
y-diameter expands whilst the s-diameter contracts, and vice versa, all
points in the g-diameter remaining at rest.

The species of higher orders (n = 3, 4, &o.) seem hardly of sufficient
interest to call for a detailed examination. The main difficulty, in
attempting to form a clear idea of the nature of the various funda-
mental modes, arises from our want of familiarity with the nature and
properties of the various types of spherical harmonic which are in-
volved. When these are thoroughly comprehended, the statements
made near the end of § 5 give a fair indication of the characters of the
corresponding vibrations.

12. It remains to examine in what way the conclusions of § 11
must be modified when the substance of the sphere is not incom-
pressible.

Species » = 1 .

The equations (29), (30) become

Fa
Eliminating the ratio wjfa, we obtain

where 0 =s ha, and X = h/k, = </{n/(m + n)|, as before. It is readily
found that the expression on the left-hand side of (87) is positive for
small values of A, and ngnin thnt the fraction tft (0)/^, (0) changes

* boo the footnote to equation (70).
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from —oo to +00 whenever 0, increasing,* passes through a root of
\pt (0) = 0. Hence, if $v •$„ £„ &c, be the combined system of roots
of the two equations ^ (0) = 0, v/<, (X0) = 0, or (say) the roots of

arranged in ascending order of magnitude, it appears that one root of
(87) lies between 0 and &u a second between ^ and £„ a third be-
tween 9t and £„ and so on. It can thence be shown, by much the
same method as in Todhunter's Functions of Laplace, 8fc, § 396, that
the roots of (87) are all real, and that only one root lies within each of
the intervals specified. The actual calculation of the roots is laborious.
A good approximation to the first root may be made by the method of
Lord Rayleigh's paper already cited. The form of the method which
I have adopted is that ascribed by Prof. Cayley (in a note at the end
of the paper in question) to Encke. If the equation (87) be cleared
of fractions, and expanded in rising powers of 0, it assumes, after
division by 01, the form

P-QO*+RP-Sd*+Tb*-&c. = 0 (88).

I find, for the values of the coefficients,

P = 3-4\ f ,

O 1 i 1 7 x I , 1 x« 1 ij _ 1 \t

3096T15120 3U20 1080 8iil6 '

T— 1 i 1 \»i . 1 3 >4 1 \o 13 %8 1 \io
31441)6 41580 X4233G0 211080 1330560 804864 '

Now, let a = Q/P, b = R/Pt c = S/P, &c, so that (88) may be

written l - a 0 * + &04-c09+cZ08-&c. = 0 (89).

If the equation whoso roots are the squares of the roots of this be

l - O j O ' + ^ ^ - A c . = 0,

we have a, = aJ—2b, 6, = 61—2ac+2d, &c,
and we may suppose a,, bt, &c. derived from au blt &c, in like manner.
1 have calculated the value of a, for the cases

which correspond to a = 0, \, -fa ^, J.

* • We aro hero considering only positive values of 6. The roots of (87) occur of
course iu i«iira, of equal niaguitudo and opposite sign.
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If 0l% Bv 0,, Ac. denote the roots of (89), we have a, = 2? 0"V By
equating a, to 0f8, we obtain an approximate value of #,.* To obtain
a more accurate value, we may apply a correction for the higher roots
(which need not be known very accurately) in the manner explained
in the paper referred to. The numbers given in the Grst lino of the
following table were calculated in this way, and afterwards verified on
the equation obtained from (87), by substituting the values of fa (0),
4>x (\0) from (8). The table gives the values of ka/w for the first three
roots in each of the above-mentioned cases. The values for the second
and third roots were found by tentative methods, except in the case
<r = i , where they are repeated from (74).

$

1
2
8

«r = 0

•900
1770
2-387

" = i
1090
2155
2-405

1124
2-260
2-571

1145
2-305
2-721

<r = i

1-232
2-369
3-410

This table is a further illusti'ation of Lord Bayleigh's principle cited
above under the head of the radial vibrations. It appears that the
value of m has a very considerable influence on the frequency.

The radial component of the vibratiou is, by (34a),

Writing ^=a5, and making use of (34) and (85), we put this into the

form [fc (fcr)- M g {^ (fc) + *rtf (Ar)}] i ,

The radii of the spherical surfaces of zero normal motion are the values
ofr which make this expression vanish. When r = o the value of the
expression within square brackets becomes

* («<0
(90),

the transformation being effected by means of (87). We verify, from
either of these forms, that in the particular case <*—\ the radial motion
is zero at the boundary. For other values of <r, there is iu general a
finite component of vibration in tho direction of the uormal. It is
easily seen that the expression

• The valuoa so obtained aro iu tuct too email by about seven or eight uuita in
the fourth place oi decimals.

VOL. XIII.—No. 193. P
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is positive for small values of 0 ; and the values of 6/r for which it
changes sign have been given in (74). Hence, and from the foregoing
table, we learn that (for values of <r<£) the signs of the expression
(90) are, for the first three modes, + , —, + , respectively. We infer,
with certainty as to the second mode, and with great probability as to
the third, that for all valnes of a there are in these cases one and two
internal spherical surfaces, respectively, over which the radial motion
is zero.* A rough idea of the arrangement of the lines of motion in
these two modes may (at all events for values of er only a little less
than | ) be obtained by drawing, in Figs. 1 and 2, a circle concentrio
with, and a little inside, the external boundary, and by taking the
circle so drawn to represent the surface of the sphere.

Some further indications as to the influence of the value of <r on the
character of the vibration may be obtained by comparing the signs of
the vibration at the centre of the sphere and at points on the surface
on the equator of the harmonic <pv The amplitude at the centre is

and the amplitude at any point of the equator is

*' 10
It is readily found, for the first three modes, that a<, is + , and that the
signs of a* are as given by the following scheme—

8

1
2
3

(7=0

_
_

+ +

m mi

+

—̂

—
From this we gather that in the first mode there is always a nodal
circle; that in the second mode there are two nodal circles if o is not
less than J, but that the second nodal circle disappears for some value
of a between 0 and \ ; and that in the third mode, although for <r = £
there are three nodal circles, yet the third of these disappears for some
value of a between \ and \.

Species n = 2. [<r< J.]
The equations (29), (30) become, when n = 2,

* < * * > 2

* Wo cannot, however, generalize this statement, and assert that in tho 1th mode
there are always «— 1 such surfaces. There will in general be less than this number.
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^=0..(92).

The equation derived by eliminating w, / 0, is considerably more com-
plicated than in the former species. 1 have therefore confined myself
to the calculation of the lowest root, by Encke's method, for the same.
values of a as before. When cleared of fractions and expanded in
rising powers of $, the equation in question assumes the form

P-Q01+.R0*-,S09+ro8-&c. = 0,

where 6 = ka. I find, for the values of the coefficients,

P = 1 9 - 2 4 \ ' ,

-111? . _5_A»_15x«_lx»
""792 126 56 3 3 '

- J L . 125 x , _ _1_ 4__ 185
""3861 11088 168 33264

T= 719 , 1C3 , , 19
7413120 43*432 X 133056

X*-

2574

59 X8

2iVJ376
253 .„ 1

3459456 308880

where X* has the same meaning as before. When the value of a, for
any assigned value \z has been computed, the correction for the higher
roots may be roughly estimated from its known value in the case \*=0.
In this way I have obtained the following values of ka/ir, which are
probably accurate to the last figure given:—

•823

"=i

•840

* = TV

•842 •843 •848

It appears that tho influence of the value of m on the frequency is
(especially within such limits of the ratio m/n as include most actual
solids) very slight.

13. As an application of the preceding results we may calculate tho
frequency of vibration of a steel ball one centimetre in radius, for tho
slowest of those fundamental modes in which the surface oscillates in
the form of a harmonic spheroid of tho second order. In § 12
we obtained for this case ka/w = '842. Now, kajir = T0/r, where r
is the period, and TQ—2a/ y/fnp'1). Making then a = l , and adopting

p 2
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from Everett* the values n = 819 X10", p = 7*85, in C. G. S. measure,
I find that the frequency r"1 = 136000, about. For a steel globe of
any other dimensions, this result must be divided by the radius in centi-
metres. For a globe of the size of the earth [o = 6*87 X10"], I find
that the period r = 1 hr. 18 m.f

On some Formulas arising from the Differentiation of Elliptic
Functions with regard to the Modulus. By Rev. M. M. TJ.
WILKINSON.

[Head June 8*A, 1882.]

1. If we take the identity,
2cn(o-j8)cn(i3-y)cn(y--o)=2-snl(a-i3)-sn»(/3-y)-8n1(y-a)

+ AJ"sn1 (a-j3)WG3--y) snf (y-a) ,

and differentiate with respect to Jc, we have

2k sn1 (o-/3) sn1 (/3-y) sn» (y-o)

= {-2sn(a—0) en (j3-y) en (y-a) + 2sn (a-/3) en (a-/3)

= 2 {-dn (a-/S)-fc» sn (/3-y) sn ( y - a ) f

X sn (a-/3) sn (/3-y) sn (y - a ) d'
ah

whence

1 • <i.am(a —j3) , 1 d.am(/3—y) , 1 d.am(y—a)
dn(a-/3) dk dn(/3-y) dk dn(y-a) dk

__ _ h sn (a—/3) sn (/3—y) sn (y—a)
dn (o— /3) dn (j3—y) dn (y—a)'

2. It follows from this, that if

* Unitt and Physical ConttanU, p. 63.
f Cf. Thomson, Phil. Trant., 1863, p. 673.


